
The Dancing Penguin
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The Dancing Penguin

One day, in Noun-Place a Adjective dancing penguin appeared Verb - Present ends in ING . It

climbed on Noun- Person laps and danced Preposition the subway, because it was the Dancing

Penguin. Pronoun wouldn't appreciate its dancing and it felt sad because they made fun of its dancing

and Adverb- Ends in LY told it to stop. One day however it became angry and would no longer dance. The

people of the subway realized they missed its dancing. They begged it to dance or at least Verb - Future 

tense , but he refused. But there was a way. They decided to persuade it with spaghetti Cordinating 

Conjunction he would dance once more. Pronoun-Plural went to Italian stores everywhere, but none of

them could make spaghetti for penguins. They eventually found one store in a dark alley that made the spaghetti,

with fresh fish in it. Interjection , it smelled delicious and it ate it. Interjection , how he loved it. It

was almost good enough to make up for them making fun of his dancing. It decided that Subortinating 

Conjunction they said sorry he would go penguin with rabies on them. He looked at the anxious people. They

realized what it wanted and they apologized Adverb- Ends in LY before he had a chance to decide to attack

them. The Adjective penguin started to dance again, and it still dances to this day Preposition the

subway. And if you go to Noun-Place add if you don't like its dancing, well you better bring something to

protect you when it attacks you.
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